FPT INDUSTRIAL TO DISPLAY BROADENING GENSET RANGE AT MIDDLE
EAST ELECTRICITY SHOW

Turin, February 2014
Leading powertrain supplier FPT Industrial is showcasing its expanded range of gensets and
G-Drives at the world’s leading power event, Middle East Electricity, held at the Dubai International
Exhibition Centre on 11-13 February 2014.
FPT Industrial, supplier of G-Drives, open and soundproof gensets, has widened its non-emissioned
product offering up to 500 kVA through its Cursor engine series. Also introduced to meet the
requirements of countries where stringent emission regulations are absent, is a new mechanical
version of the 6.7-litre NEF, which produces 200 kVA.
New for 2014 is the Cursor 13 500 kVA G-Drive, an upgrade to the Cursor 13 400 kVA. The
improved 12.9-litre unit features second generation Common Rail rather than Electronic Unit
Injectors and steel pistons instead of aluminium. It features a 25% power increase compared to the
previous version and a 15% power density increase compared to its competitors’ average, resulting
in a compact packaging with high output for power generation requirements.
Furthermore, on show at Middle East Electricity is the latest N67 mechanical 200 kVA
G-Drive, which has simplified architecture and easier maintenance compared to previous electronic
200 kVA units. Featuring proven technology, it provides the perfect easy-maintenance solution for
use in remote locations, while the updated 6.7-litre mechanical unit boasts increased power of 18%
versus the previous version and a power density improvement of 8% compared to competitors’
averages.
Following its launch at construction exhibition Bauma in Germany last year, FPT Industrial also
shows for the first time in Dubai its renewed range of soundproofed gensets, represented by the N45
100 kVA version. Its extremely compact layout allows for easy maintenance and is specially
designed to operate in extreme climate conditions. It also provides best in class oil intervals of up to
800 hours as well as lower running costs in continuous power.
Also on display are the F32 G-Drive, powered by a 3.2-litre, four cylinder engine, the N45
G-Drive and the N45 open genset, powered by NEF 4.5-litre, four cylinder engines.
At Middle East Electricity, FPT Industrial is based on Stand S1G10.
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FPT Industrial’s global offering for power generation applications
With customer requirements, competitive cost of ownership and maximum value from products as
company priorities, FPT Industrial’s offering for power generation applications adheres to emission
regulations without compromising outstanding performance. Engines are available with Stage II,
Stage IIIA, Tier 3 and Tier 4A emission certifications, and in non-emissions certified versions.
The power generation offering of FPT Industrial includes basic engines, G-Drives and gensets,
covering main applications, such as emergency services and self-generation, special groups, plants
and after sales services.
FPT Industrial’s power generation line-up is based on the F5, NEF and Cursor series, ranging from
31 to 463 kWm.
•

The F5 Series, a four-cylinder, 3.2-litre engine, covers a power range from 31 to 56 kWm

•

The NEF Series includes a 4.5-litre engine with four cylinders and a 6.7-litre engine with six
cylinders, covering a power range from 46 to 215 kWm

•

The Cursor Series, a six-cylinder engine is available in a 8.7, 10.3 and 12.9-litre versions,
covering a power range from 195 to 463 kWm

FPT Industrial not only supplies major OEMs, such as Generac, Himoinsa and Aggreko, but has
extended its product portfolio with a wide offering of customised configurations. They are completed
with either open or closed power sets, equipped with sub-frames, generators and control panels.
FPT Industrial’s facilities and service network for power generation
The great reliability of FPT Industrial is not only related to its products, but also to its service network.
A widespread presence of more than 1,400 worldwide sales and assistance points with qualified staff
can satisfy every customer’s request, both in the sales and after-sales process.
Specifically, in the Middle East FPT Industrial is present with its dealers in the following countries:
•

Saudi Arabia (Aljomaih Holding Company – Jedda; Aljomaih Equipment Co – Riyadh)

•

United Arab Emirates (Aikah – Dubai; Electrogen Electric Generators Manufacturing – Dubai;
Adpower – Jebel Ali Free Zone)

•

Yemen (IAESCO – San’a)

•

Jordan (Universal Equipment – Amman)

•

Lebanon (Arison – Beirut)

•

Afghanistan (Adpower – Kabul)

•

Pakistan (Adamjee Diesel Engineering Pvt – Karachi)

•

Iraq (Arison – Baghdad)

•

Kuwait (Quality Light & Heavy Equipment – Hawalli)

FPT Industrial is a company of CNH Industrial dedicated to the design, production and sale of powertrains for on and
off-road vehicles, marine and power generation applications. The company employs approximately 8,000 people
worldwide, in ten plants and six R&D Centres. The FPT Industrial sales network consists of 100 dealers and over 1,300
service centres in almost 100 countries. A wide product offering, including five engine ranges from 31 kW up to 740 kW
and transmissions with maximum torque from 200 Nm up to 500 Nm, and a close focus on R&D activities make FPT
Industrial a world leader in industrial powertrains. For further information, visit www.fptindustrial.com.

